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Abstract A transpolar arc (TPA), which extended from postmidnight to prenoon, was seen on 16
September 2001 in the Northern Hemisphere under northward interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld (IMF)-Bz and
weakly dawnward IMF-By conditions. Super Dual Auroral Radar Network detected signiﬁcant westward
plasma ﬂows just equatorward of the poleward edge of the midnight sector auroral oval. These plasma ﬂows
were conﬁned to closed ﬁeld lines and are identiﬁed as the ionospheric plasma ﬂow signature of tail
reconnection during IMF northward nonsubstorm intervals (TRINNIs). These TRINNI ﬂows persisted for 53 min
from prior to the TPA appearance to the cessation of TPA growth. They are usually observed before (and
during) intervals when TPAs are present, but in this case, subsided after the TPA was completely connected to
the dayside. Additional slower ﬂows across the open/closed polar cap boundary were seen at the TPA onset
time in the samemagnetic local time sector as the nightside end of the TPA. These ionospheric ﬂows suggest
that magnetotail reconnection signiﬁcantly contributed to the TPA formation, as proposed by Milan et al.
(2005, https://doi.org/10.1029/2004JA010835). We propose a possible scenario for an absence of the TRINNI
ﬂows during the TPA brightening by considering the relation between the extent of the magnetotail
reconnection line mapped onto nightside auroral oval and the TPA width; TRINNI ﬂows would subside when
the extent of X-line is comparable to the TPA width. Therefore, our results suggest that the fate (absence or
presence) of TRINNI ﬂows on closed ﬁeld lines during the TPA formation would be closely related with
magnetotail reconnection extent.
Plain Language Summary Magnetotail magnetic reconnection is considered as one of the most
possible mechanisms to form transpolar arc (TPA), frequently seen under the northward interplanetary
magnetic ﬁeld conditions. The closed ﬂux tube formed by nightside reconnection is considered as a source of
the TPA. When magnetotail reconnection occurred, reconnection-accelerated westward plasma ﬂows can be
observed on the midnight sector of the main auroral oval. These ﬂows are identiﬁed as the ionospheric
plasma ﬂow signature of tail reconnection during interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld northward nonsubstorm
intervals (TRINNIs), which is an indispensable phenomenon to physically explain the growth and brightening
of TPA based on nightside magnetic reconnection as proposed by Milan et al. (2005, https://doi.org/10.1029/
2004JA010835). We ﬁnd the case where the ionospheric TRINNI ﬂows were seen just before and during the
TPA growth from the nightside main auroral oval, but subsided during the TPA brightening, when the TPA
completely connected to the dayside region. There was clear evidence where magnetotail reconnection had
persisted even during the TPA brightening in our case. In this study, based on the ionospheric plasma ﬂow
patterns just before and during the TPA formation, we discuss plausible cause why the ionospheric TRINNI
ﬂows subsided during the TPA brightening; nevertheless, magnetotail reconnection process persisted.
1. Introduction
The aurora with the shape of the Greek letter “θ,” so-called “theta aurora,” is one of many unsolved and mys-
terious auroral signatures that we do not completely understand. Its formation mechanism and physical
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• We present a case where ionospheric
fast ﬂows in the midnight sector main
auroral oval subsided during a
transpolar arc brightening
• We suggest that subsidence of these
ﬂows during the transpolar arc
brightening is closely related to the
extent of nightside reconnection
• The static nature of the arc is
explained by its proximity to the cusp,
where lobe reconnection signatures
are observed by Cluster
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features have been investigated and discussed since the ﬁrst image of a theta aurora was captured with an
imager onboard DE-1 (Frank et al., 1982). Many researchers have focused on and debated the physical char-
acteristics and formationmechanism of the “crossbar”-type emissive part of theta aurora within the polar cap,
which is extended from the poleward edges of the nightside auroral oval toward the dayside region, identi-
ﬁed as a “transpolar arc” (TPA).
When TPA formation mechanisms are discussed, the relationship between the orientation of the interplane-
tary magnetic ﬁeld (IMF) and the occurrence and morphology of the TPA is frequently investigated. Based on
a series of previous studies on the TPA’s fundamental features (Gussenhoven, 1982; Kullen et al., 2002;
Valladares et al., 1994, and references therein), the TPA occurrence is dominant when the IMF-Bz component
is northward, with the location of its appearance and subsequent motion being governed by the orientation
of the IMF-By component. The importance of the IMF-By component in the determination of the TPA location
was conﬁrmed by revealing the TPA signatures under changeable IMF-By and dominant IMF-Bz conditions
(Cumnock, 2005; Cumnock et al., 1997, 2002). In particular, rapid IMF-By changes within about 20 min do
not signiﬁcantly impinge on the TPA location and motion (Cumnock, 2005; Cumnock et al., 2002). Kullen
et al. (2002) suggested that not all cases of theta aurora follow this IMF-By control; however, Fear and
Milan (2012a) showed that the IMF-By control is stronger if the IMF is lagged by a small number of hours
(3–4 hr) or about 1–2 hr (Kullen et al., 2015). Auroral imager and ionospheric observations of TPAs revealed
that a TPA is projected to the nightside plasma sheet or plasma sheet boundary layer and has similar particle
features to the main oval of theta aurora (e.g., Chang et al., 1998; Cumnock, 2005; Cumnock et al., 1997, 2002;
Frank et al., 1986; Kullen et al., 2002, and references therein), suggesting further that TPA is on closed ﬁeld
lines (e.g., Peterson & Shelley, 1984) and its formation process is attributed to the magnetotail phenomena
(e.g., Kullen, 2000; Kullen & Janhunen, 2004; Milan et al., 2005).
Milan et al. (2005) addressed the issue of TPA formation based on the ﬁeld line topology and the motion of
ﬂux tubes within the context of magnetospheric convection. They suggest that the TPA is formed by mag-
netic reconnection in a twisted magnetotail, occurring during northward IMF conditions, in which the foot-
prints of the TPA-associated newly closed ﬂux tubes straddle midnight and so are unable to form a return
ﬂow channel via either dawn or dusk. Instead, the ﬂux gets “stuck” somewhere in the midnight sector and
begins to grow as a protrusion into the polar cap. Further evidence for this model is provided by the above-
mentioned time delay in the correlation between the IMF-By component and the location at which TPAs are
observed (Fear & Milan, 2012a), as well as by a statistical link between TPAs and the ionospheric signatures of
reconnection that were present in the Milan et al. (2005) case study and the statistical study of Fear and
Milan (2012b).
Several other TPA formation models, constructed based on the relationship between the IMF orientation and
associated magnetospheric ﬁeld line topological changes, have been proposed. For example, recently, it is
reported that the TPA might be formed by multiple solar wind plasma entries due to high-latitude lobe mag-
netic reconnection (Mailyan et al., 2015). On other details of the TPA formation, readers may refer to the
reviews on the TPA formation by Zhu et al. (1997) and Fear and Milan (2012a).
Even though numerous models for TPA formation have been proposed, there have only been a small number
of in situ observational results that have been able to test these models. Fear et al. (2014) showed observa-
tional evidence to support the magnetotail reconnection scenario of TPA formation. They observed two
reversals in the direction of TPA motion (from dawnward to duskward then dawnward again) in the
Southern Hemisphere, which corresponded to the expected variation in the size of lobe convection cells aris-
ing from changing IMF-By magnitudes and direction. The pitch angle distribution in the magnetotail asso-
ciated with the TPA (see Figure 3 in Fear et al., 2014) shows high-energy electrons that were initially
bidirectional (parallel and antiparallel to the ﬁeld line) and then perpendicular to the ﬁeld line. They claimed
that this pitch angle proﬁle is the same as the plasma sheet boundary layer, where the bidirectional compo-
nents are dominant, and central plasma sheet with dominant perpendicular electrons. These observations
are a signature that is supportive of the TPA forming an extended plasma sheet or plasma sheet boundary
layer which protrudes into the magnetotail lobe. Furthermore, at the particular point where the perpendicu-
lar electrons were dominant, the intensity of the electron ﬂuxes perpendicular to the ﬁeld line was approxi-
mately double that of the ﬂuxes in the ﬁeld-aligned directions. They attributed the presence of closed
magnetic ﬂux to the mechanism put forward by Milan et al. (2005), where nightside magnetic
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reconnection formed closed ﬂux tubes and conﬁned the accelerated electrons (due to the reconnection
process and contraction of the closed ﬁeld lines) within them in a similar manner to the formation of the
regular plasma sheet at lower latitudes.
In this paper, we discuss ionospheric ﬂow patterns associated with the formation of the TPA that was
observed on 16 September 2001 based on both satellite and ground-based observations. Before the TPA
appearance and during the growth of TPA, weak or clear westward fast ionospheric ﬂows were seen on
closed ﬁeld lines (i.e., just equatorward of the poleward edge of the midnight sector main auroral oval).
The TPA started to appear dimly from nightside and clearly extended to the dayside region just after the
“return ﬂows”were observed across the open/closed polar cap boundary. Hereafter, we identify a state where
the TPA completely connected to the dayside region as “TPA brightening.” The lifetime of the TPA was about
1 hr. The ionospheric ﬂows on closed ﬁeld lines and return ﬂows are strongly supportive of the TPA formation
model based on magnetotail magnetic reconnection that was proposed by Milan et al. (2005). The formation
process of this TPA can be explained within the frame of the nightside reconnectionmodel, although this TPA
also grew as aligned to the dawnside main auroral oval. In a series of previous TPA studies (e.g., Fear & Milan,
2012b; Milan et al., 2005), the ionospheric ﬂows on the closed ﬁeld lines, indicating signiﬁcant contribution of
nightside reconnection to the TPA formation, persisted before and during the TPA appearance. However, in
contrast to these previous studies, we show a case where ionospheric ﬂows associated with nightside recon-
nection were observed just before the appearance and during the growth of the TPA, but this observation
also shows a subsidence of ﬂows once the TPA connected to the dayside auroral oval. The magnetic recon-
nection signature persists throughout the TPA’s lifetime. We investigate the relationship between nightside
magnetic reconnection and associated ionospheric fast ﬂows before and during the TPA appearance and dis-
cuss how these ionospheric fast ﬂows impinge on TPA formation.
This paper consists of six sections. The introduction and details of the instrumentation used in this study are
given in sections 1 and 2. In section 3, the observational results of solar wind conditions monitored by
GEOTAIL, auroral images from Imager for Magnetopause-to-Aurora Global Exploration (IMAGE), and the iono-
spheric ﬂows and their patterns measured by Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) High
Frequency (HF) radars are reported. The observations by Cluster, related to the static TPA, are shown in
section 4. Finally, in sections 5 and 6, we present a summary of our results, our discussion, and conclusions.
2. Instrumentation
The TPA was identiﬁed by simultaneous auroral observations by the Wideband Imaging Camera (WIC), which
is part of the far ultraviolet (FUV) instrument (Mende, Heetderks, Frey, Lampton, Geller, Abiad, et al., 2000;
Mende, Heetderks, Frey, Lampton, Geller, Habraken, et al., 2000; Mende, Heetderks, Frey, Stock, et al., 2000)
onboard the IMAGE, launched in March 2000. WIC is used to image the aurora in a broad emissive spectral
range between 140 and 190 nm at high spatial resolution with 2-min cadence.
It is important to understand TPA-associated plasma ﬂows in the ionosphere to address how the TPA is
formed and how ionospheric conditions associated with the nightside and dayside magnetospheric varia-
tions during the interval of the TPA appearance change. We therefore examined the ionospheric plasma
ﬂow data provided by the SuperDARN HF radars (Chisham et al., 2007; Greenwald et al., 1995). This radar
array, located in the high-latitude regions in both Northern and Southern Hemispheres, provides line-of-
sight measurements of ionospheric ﬂow velocity. These measurements, obtained from nine SuperDARN
radars in the Northern Hemisphere, have been used to produce high-latitude convection maps based on
the “Map Potential” technique described by Ruohoniemi and Baker (1998). The line-of-sight velocity
vectors are projected onto the geomagnetic (polar) grids and ﬁtted to electrostatic potential solutions,
which are described by a sixth-order spherical harmonic expansion. Complementary ﬂow data from a statis-
tical model characterized by upstream IMF conditions (Ruohoniemi & Greenwald, 1996) are used to con-
strain the large-scale ﬂow pattern in regions where the radars provide no measurements (see Ruohoniemi
& Baker, 1998, for details). All data procedures for the SuperDARN radar observations in this study are made
by the software ﬁtacf v1.2 and make_grid v1.14.er. It should be noted, however, that this statistical model
provides only average ionospheric plasma ﬂows that often do not correspond to varying ionospheric con-
ditions, such as the evolution of TPAs (e.g., Chang et al., 1998). Thus, regions of little radar data coverage
must be evaluated carefully.
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The Cluster mission has been in operation since February 2001 (Escoubet et al., 2001) and comprises four
identical satellites, ﬂying in elliptical polar orbits with a period of about 57 hr. In this study, we utilize the
magnetic and plasma data measured by the instruments onboard Cluster. Speciﬁcally, we examined the time
variation spectra of electrons measured by the Plasma Electrons and Current Experiment (Fazakerley et al.,
2010; Johnstone et al., 1997) and those of ions taken from Cluster Ion Spectrometer (Dandouras et al.,
2010; Rème et al., 2001) which measures the ion ﬂuxes irrespective of ion species in the energy range
between 0.005 and 26.00 kev/q. The monitoring of the solar wind condition was made by GEOTAIL, which
migrated from X = 28.05 RE, Y = 5.47 RE, and Z = 5.59 RE to X = 28.61 RE, Y = 4.41 RE, and Z = 5.56 RE in
geocentric solar magnetospheric (GSM) coordinates in the upstream region during the TPA observational
interval (about 1 hr 40 min). The IMF and solar wind plasmas were measured by the MaGnetic Field instru-
ment (Kokubun et al., 1994) and Comprehensive Plasma Instrumentation (Frank et al., 1994), respectively.
3. Observational Results
3.1. Solar Wind Conditions
Figure 1 displays the solar wind conditions at the dayside magnetopause during about 3.3 hr between 6:00
and 9:20 UT. These solar wind parameters are plotted with a time shift of about 4 min, considering the travel-
ing time from GEOTAIL to the dayside magnetopause position, which was yielded by average GEOTAIL posi-
tion (GSM-X, GSM-Y, GSM-Z = 28.11, 5.35, 5.55 RE) and average solar wind speed (Vsw = 509.2 km/s). We
assumed the distance from the Earth to the dayside magnetopause nose as 10.5 RE based on the Shue mag-
netopause model (Shue et al., 1998). From top to bottom, the panels show three components of the IMF in
GSM coordinates, the clock angle between IMF-By and IMF-Bz components, θCLOCK = tan
1(IMF-By/IMF-Bz),
and the solar wind dynamic pressure (Pd =mpNpVsw
2), velocity (VSW), and proton number density (Np), respec-
tively. The magenta and black horizontal broken lines show, respectively, “zero” and “middle value” axes in
any given panel. As will be shown in section 3.2.1, a TPA started to appear at 7:28 UT, completely extended
to dayside at 8:15 UT, and disappeared around 9:10 UT. The time interval bracketed by two light green broken
lines is that of the solar wind conditions corresponded with the TPA growth and brightening as discussed in
later sections.
All components of the ﬁeld and plasma were ﬂuctuating, but characteristic variations associated with, for
example, interplanetary shocks or discontinuities, such as a heliospheric current sheet crossing, were not
observed. For the presented interval, the IMF-Bz pointed northward throughout the whole interval, while
the IMF-Bx had a dominantly antisunward component, and their average intensities remained unchanged
(4.0 and 2.5 nT). The clock angle values were also greater than 90° (being ~ 50°), indicating that north-
ward and By (dawn-dusk) dominant IMF conditions were occurring during the TPA brightening.
The IMF-By component was dominantly negative (dawnward) for the ﬁrst 2 hr from 6:00 UT to 8:20 UT,
although IMF-By brieﬂy changed its polarity to duskward around about 7:10 UT. It also had perturbations
to the polarity changes between 1.0 and +2.0 nT after 8:15 UT.
All plasma parameters, such as the solar wind dynamic pressure, velocity, and density, were stable during the
presented 3.3 hr. Their average values were 1.7 nPa, 510 km/s, and 3.8/cc, respectively, which were not
extreme solar wind conditions, although only the solar wind velocity was faster than the average solar wind
speed (~ 400 km/s).
3.2. TPAs and Associated Ionospheric Flows: IMAGE and SuperDARN Radar Observations
3.2.1. Brightening of the TPAs
Figure 2 displays 12 selected snapshots of a series of the stages from the growth of the TPA to the TPA dis-
appearance via its brightening in the Northern Hemisphere. These panels comprise the brightening of the
main nightside auroral oval, the onset of the TPA, the TPA (crossbar) part protruding from nightside auroral
oval to the dayside, the TPA brightening, and weakening (disappearance) as detected by the FUV-WIC
onboard the IMAGE satellite. We have reduced the dayglow contaminations as much as possible by setting
the imager view software provided from the FUV-WIC team to the glow removal mode. The crossbar part of
the TPA and its growth ﬂuxes are highlighted by blue ovals in Figure 2. We conﬁrmed that the TPA-associated
ﬂuxes started to appear at 7:27:48 UT, when we deﬁne as the time of “TPA onset,” and the TPA persisted for
about 1 hr 40 min (~ 9:10:04 UT). Each image is projected onto magnetic latitude (MLat)-magnetic local time
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(MLT) coordinates. The upper and lower sides in each ﬁgure show the dayside and nightside whose MLT is 12
and 24 h (0 h), respectively. The dawn (6 MLTs) and dusk (18 MLTs) meridians correspond to the right and left
sides, respectively. The color code is assigned according to the number of photons (the intensity of
brightness) in units of Rayleigh.
After the onset of the TPA (7:27:48 UT), it clearly evolved and intensiﬁed in brightness in the dawnside but
had no discernible motion (drifting). The “boundary” between the oval and TPA was obscure during the
TPA growth, and the TPA was aligned to the auroral oval. In particular, from 7:27:48 to 7:58:29 UT, the TPA
was growing from the nightside and aligned to the dawnside main auroral oval. The TPA completely con-
nected to the dayside after 8:14:51 UT (hereafter, refer to as TPA brightening). The luminosity in the nightside
part of the TPA and auroral oval was particularly intense, from 8:29:10 to 8:47:34 UT. After 8:55:45 UT shown in
Figure 2j, the TPA luminosity became weaker and ﬁnally disappeared on 9:10:04 UT (Figure 2l). The full set of
Figure 1. The solar wind conditions at the dayside magnetopause for about 3.3 hr monitored by GEOTAIL are
displayed with about 4-min time shift. From top to bottom panels, three components of interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld
(IMF) in geocentric solar magnetospheric coordinates, the clock angle between IMF-By and IMF-Bz components
θCLOCK ¼ tan1 IMFByIMFBz
  
, solar wind dynamic pressure (Pd), velocity (VSW), and proton number density (Np) are shown,
respectively. The solar wind condition interval corresponded with a focused transpolar arc signature is bracketed by two
light green broken lines. UT = geocentric solar magnetospheric.
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FUV-WIC image data spanning 2 hr between 7:20 and 9:20 UT, when the main theta auroral oval, TPA growth,
and complete connection to the dayside were observed, can be seen as Movie S1, provided in supporting
information. The appearance of the TPA on the dawnside of the polar cap is consistent with the solar wind
conditions as shown in Figure 1, particularly the predominant dawnward orientation of the IMF-By
component before the TPA appearance.
3.2.2. Ionospheric Flow Proﬁles at the TPA Onset and During the Growth of the TPA
We will now discuss SuperDARN radar observations of the ionospheric plasma ﬂows and their variations
before and during the TPA formation and those associated with the TPA brightening in this section. The iono-
spheric ﬂows before the TPA appearance and after the TPA onset are important signatures in order to exam-
ine whether or not magnetotail reconnection was related to the TPA formation mechanism. We therefore
investigate the ionospheric plasma ﬂow vector data obtained from the SuperDARN radars. Figure 3 presents
the Northern Hemisphere ionospheric plasma ﬂow streamlines and “E × B” drift velocity vectors (from 18 to
6 h in MLT) during the TPA preonset interval from 7:00 to 7:26 UT and the TPA growing interval from 7:27 to
Figure 2. Selected 12 snapshots of the aurora ovals and transpolar arcs in the Northern Hemisphere in polar coordinates
detected by the far ultraviolet (FUV) Wideband Imaging Camera (WIC) onboard Imager for Magnetopause-to-Aurora
Global Exploration. The top and bottom sides in each ﬁgure show the noon and nightsides whose magnetic local time
(MLT) is 12 and 24 h (0 h), respectively. The dawn (6 MLTs) and dusk (18 MLTs) meridians correspond to the right and left
sides, respectively. The color code is assigned according to the ﬂux of auroral electrons in units of Rayleigh. The transpolar
arc brightening is marked with blue ovals. Possible dayglow contaminations were removed by setting Imager for
Magnetopause-to-Aurora Global Exploration FUV-WIC data view software provided by the FUV-WIC team to the glow
removal mode.
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Figure 3. (a–c) The nightside ionospheric ﬂow streamlines and their line-of-sight velocity vectors measured by Super Dual
Auroral Radar Network radars in the Northern Hemisphere, overlaid by the far ultraviolet-Wideband Imaging Camera
(FUV-WIC) data from Imager for Magnetopause-to-Aurora Global Exploration, are shown during 1 hr between 7:00 and
8:00 UT before the transpolar arc (TPA) appearance and during the growth of the TPA. The dotted circles in each panel are
indicated the magnetic latitude (MLat) lines from 60° to 80°. The left, bottom, and right sides in each panel show 18, 24, and
6 h in magnetic local time, respectively. The time resolutions of the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network and Imager for
Magnetopause-to-Aurora Global Exploration FUV-WIC data are 2 min. These streamlines and velocity vectors are projected
onto the geomagnetic grids, and positive (maximum) and negative (minimum) electrostatic potential models, controlled
by the IMF conditions as shown with black solid and broken curves. The green curves show the Heppner-Maynard
boundary, which is the lower latitude limit for the ionospheric plasma convection pattern. The vector length and color code
are assigned according to the ﬂow orientation and intensity of ionospheric velocity in units of meter per second. Westward
ionospheric fast ﬂows, which are key phenomenon in explaining the TPA formation based on nightside magnetic
reconnection, are marked with blue ovals. The bulge structures, which were located along poleward boundary of the
nightside auroral oval, are indicated and marked by magenta ovals.
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8:00 UT with a time step of 2 min. The left, bottom, and right sides in each panel correspond to 18, 24, and 6 h
in MLT, respectively. The dotted semicircles indicate the MLat range between 60° and 80°. We also overlay
these ﬂow velocity proﬁles onto the corresponding IMAGE FUV-WIC auroral imager data with 2-min time
resolution. Black indicates higher auroral luminosity, and the IMAGE observational time is shown on the
top in each panel. The overlaid plots of the SuperDARN backscatter and the IMAGE auroral imager during
about 2 hr between 7:20 and 9:20 UT are provided in supporting information. This interval includes the
whole TPA growth (between 7:27:48 and 8:12:48 UT) and brightening (from 8:14:51 to 9:10:04 UT) stages.
Figure 3. (continued)
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The equipotential streamlines and their values are shown with black solid and broken contours on the dusk-
side and dawnside, respectively. This distinction is made because the signs of ionospheric electrostatic
potential in the dawnside and duskside are opposite; the electric potential at dawn is positive (maximum
potential denoted by a plus sign) and at the dusk is negative (minimum denoted by a cross). The large-scale
electric ﬁeld direction, of course, is the same in the two hemispheres, pointing from dawn to dusk across the
polar cap. The green curves show the lower-latitude limit of the ionospheric plasma convection pattern
(Heppner & Maynard, 1987), determined from the line-of-sight ionospheric plasma velocities measured by
the radars. Each dot in the panels shows a SuperDARN radar measurement. The length of the vectors and
color code is assigned according to the ﬂow orientation and intensity of ionospheric velocity in units of meter
per second.
Figure 3. (continued)
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Before the appearance of the TPA (the TPA onset), the nightside main aurora oval was well deﬁned. No sig-
niﬁcant ionospheric ﬂow patterns can be found from 7:01:12 to 7:19:37 UT on the midnight auroral oval
(closed ﬂux tube), but weak plasma ﬂows with the range around 0.3 km/s began to be seen on midnight aur-
oral oval from 7:21:39 UT as shown by blue ovals. Even during the growth of the TPA after the TPA onset, the
ionospheric westward plasma ﬂows, ranging between 0.3 and 0.65 km/s, were locally (although noncontinu-
ously) observed equatorward of the poleward edge of the midnight sector main auroral oval between 7:28
and 7:40 UT and again between 7:44 and 7:55 UT. These ﬂows are highly suggestive of accelerated plasma
conﬁned within the closed ﬂux region of the nightside auroral zone and are one of the characteristic signa-
tures of “tail reconnection during IMF northward and nonsubstorm intervals (TRINNIs)” (Grocott et al., 2004,
2003). The fastest TRINNI events, detected in the nightside auroral oval in this interval, had velocity compo-
nents between than 0.4 and 0.7 km/s. Compared with the TRINNI ﬂows which were reported by Grocott et al.
(2003, 2004, 2005), this velocity range was slower. The westward direction of these ﬂows is consisted with
that expected for TRINNIs when IMF-By is negative. During the intervals when the ionospheric TRINNI ﬂows
were observed (particularly, from 7:36 to 8:00 UT), the TPA-associated closed ﬂuxes also seem to split off from
near the dawnside main auroral oval and grow to the dayside. However, they were not associated with sig-
niﬁcant drifting motion to duskward. Similar TPAs aligned to themain auroral oval had already been reported
and identiﬁed by Kullen et al. (2002), who classiﬁed such events as “oval-aligned” arcs and proposed that their
formations would be related to the thickness or twist of the magnetotail plasma sheet (Makita et al., 1991).
However, Kullen et al. (2015) also found that oval-aligned arcs were also associated with ionospheric
TRINNI ﬂows predicted by the Milan et al. (2005) reconnection mechanism. In our case, the ionospheric
TRINNI ﬂows were observed when the TPA was growing, aligned to the dawnside main auroral oval.
Therefore, nightside reconnection should play a signiﬁcant role in the formation of the TPA observed, which
is consistent with the results by Kullen et al. (2015).
After 7:29:50 UT, a ﬂux “bulge” structure had been seen on the poleward edge of the midnight sector main
auroral oval (~1 MLT) during the TPA growth interval, but interestingly, this structure was absent when the
TPA started to brighten (after 8:14:51 UT). Plasma ﬂows were directed along the poleward edge of the bulge,
and these ﬂows formed a vortex structure along the rim of this bulge, in particular, seen at 7:35:59 and
7:40:04 UT. However, as the tip of the TPA was close to the dayside from 7:48:15 to 7:58:29 UT (see
Figures 2 and 3c or Movie S1 in the supporting information), eastward ionospheric ﬂows entered this bulge
and oriented themselves along the TPA.
The origin of ionospheric TRINNI ﬂows is near the eastward edge of the nightside auroral brightening point
where the TPA is formed. Siscoe and Huang (1985), Grocott et al. (2003, 2004, 2005), Milan et al. (2005), Fear
and Milan (2012b), and references therein point out that these return ﬂows should originate in a ﬂow across
the open/closed polar cap boundary, if they are driven by tail reconnection. In many panels of Figure 3, there
is clear evidence for eastward ﬂow poleward of the auroral oval that then rotates across the poleward bound-
ary to form the westward return ﬂows. The vortex ﬂows along the rim of the bulge were also directed toward
the TPA and crossed the poleward edge of the main auroral oval (TRINNI ﬂow region), rotating from an east-
ward to a westward direction. These ﬂows are thus a very probable signature of magnetotail ﬂux closure,
which is key to the TPA formation mechanism of Milan et al. (2005).
The presence of TRINNI ﬂows without a large-scale coincident TPA process, as illustrated in Figures 3b and 3c,
is consistent with an unencumbered return of closed ﬂux following magnetotail reconnection. In the panels
near 8:00 UT (Figure 3c), it can be seen that these ﬂows begin to subside. This is also consistent with the
notion of a TPA resulting from closed ﬂux “getting stuck,” which by deﬁnition should be accompanied by
an absence of return ﬂows arising from the sector which maps to the TPA.
Figure 4 shows a SuperDARN radar data plot, superimposed onto the IMAGE FUV-WIC data on 7:27:48 UT, the
time at which the TPA started to grow. We deﬁned this as the time of TPA onset as shown in Figure 2a. The
plasma ﬂows which rotate along the poleward edge of the bulge from eastward to westward are observed
just poleward of the auroral oval, at the same MLT sector as that of the TPA formation as marked with a
magenta oval. Furthermore, these ﬂows have an equatorward velocity component, directed antisunward
along the TPA. At the same time, the speed of return ﬂows seems to be reduced when changing their orienta-
tions from eastward to westward; rather than the newly closed ﬂux being “returned” to the dayside by the
characteristic TRINNI ﬂows, it is instead stagnating somewhat within the TPA, which begins to build up and
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protrude deeper into the lobe, mapping further across the polar cap toward the dayside (e.g., Fear et al.,
2014, 2015).
3.2.3. TPA-Associated Ionospheric Flow Proﬁles
In order to examine how the observed TPA was associated with the ionospheric ﬂows, we compare the iono-
spheric velocity maps obtained from the SuperDARN radar measurements after the TPA onset with IMAGE
FUV-WIC data, onto which the northern hemispheric SuperDARN velocity proﬁles are overlaid in Figure 5.
The white curve shows the approximate poleward boundary of the nightside main auroral oval and the
TPA protruding (tip) part (as particularly shown in Figures 5a and 5b), which are determined by the visual
inspection of IMAGE FUV-WIC imager data. We found the poleward boundary of the midnight auroral oval
to be located over a MLat range of between 68° and 70°.
Westward and eastward ionospheric plasma ﬂows with a broad range between 0.4 and 0.75 km/s were seen
in all panels. Further ﬂows were distributed at latitudes higher than the poleward edge of the nightside oval
(~ 75°). This implies that they are not associated with the nightside (midnight sector) main auroral oval and
TPA, suggesting that they were not ﬂowing inside the closed ﬂux region formed by the magnetotail recon-
nection process. Instead, they appear to circulate within the polar cap, suggesting that they are related to
a stirring of open ﬂux that has previously been associated with TPA motion (Milan et al., 2005). In
Figures 5a and 5b which show the ﬂow proﬁle during the TPA growth, evidence for magnetotail reconnection
is provided by the ionospheric return ﬂows across the open/closed polar cap boundary and TRINNI ﬂows on
the nightside auroral oval. However, even during the TPA growth interval, these characteristic ionospheric
ﬂows associated with nightside reconnection were only weakly observed as shown in Figure 5c and were
not observed in Figure 5d, suggesting that the ionospheric TRINNI ﬂows were not always seen continuously
and at the same ﬂow intensity level. During the intervals when the TPA started to brighten and disappeared
(weakened), which are displayed from Figure 5e to 5l, no clear evidence for ﬂows associated withmagnetotail
reconnection are found.
Figure 4. An overlaid plot of Super Dual Auroral Radar Network radar and Imager for Magnetopause-to-Aurora Global
Exploration far ultraviolet-Wideband Imaging Camera data on the transpolar arc (TPA) onset (7:27:48 UT) is shown. Slow
plasma ﬂows, which rotate from eastward to westward direction as marked with magenta oval, which are plausibly part of a
ﬂow pattern across the open/closed polar cap boundary, were observed at the same magnetic local time sector as that of
the TPA growth. These slow ﬂows are evidence for a contribution of magnetotail reconnection to the formation of the
closed ﬂux tube developing toward the dayside (polar) region, that is, the TPA formation. The white curve shows the
poleward boundary of the nightside main auroral oval and the TPA protruding (tip) part as determined with the visual
inspections.
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Figure 5. (a–l)Twelve overlaid plots of the ionospheric ﬂow streamlines and their line-of-sight velocity vectors measured by
Super Dual Auroral Radar Network radars, overlaid by the far ultraviolet-Wideband Imaging Camera (FUV-WIC) data from
IMAGE, are shown. The Imager for Magnetopause-to-Aurora Global Exploration (IMAGE’s) aurora snapshot times and ﬁgure
format are the same as those in Figure 2. The time intervals of each panel in the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network data are
2 min. The white curves show the approximate poleward boundary of the nightside main auroral oval and the TPA pro-
truding (tip) part (as particularly shown in panels a and b), which are determined by the visual inspection of IMAGE FUV-WIC
imager data.
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One might suggest that an absence of the ionospheric TRINNI ﬂows during the TPA brightening could be
interpreted as a cessation of themagnetotail reconnection process. However, compared with the ionospheric
proﬁles during the TPA growth and before the TPA onset as shown in Figure 3, the ionospheric TRINNI ﬂows
were seen on closed ﬂux tubes, being evidence that nightside reconnection has proceeded. As seen in the
IMAGE FUV-WIC imager data in Figures 2 and 5, the TPA (closed ﬂux tubes formed by magnetotail reconnec-
tion) clearly evolved and grew to the dayside. Furthermore, the connection point between the nightside
main auroral oval and the TPA was clearly brightening even after the TPA completely connected to the day-
side. Therefore, in this case, we could infer that the ﬂows associated with magnetic reconnection were pre-
sent during the TPA brightening, that is, after the TPA completely connected to the dayside region, even
without the ionospheric TRINNI ﬂows.
Figure 6 shows the schematic diagrams for the ionospheric convection patterns at the three stages of the TPA
growth under the northward and duskward (IMF-Bz> 0 and IMF-By< 0) IMF conditions. The shaded area and
magenta curves show the auroral oval and ionospheric ﬂow patterns, respectively, and the ﬁgure indicates
three spatial locations (A, B and C). The weak westward ionospheric TRINNI ﬂows near 0.3 km/s were found
in the midnight sector of the auroral oval just before the TPA started to form (point A) as shown with a thin
blue arrow in Figure 6a. However, at this stage, no return ﬂows were observed.
During the growth interval of the TPA (Figure 6b), both clear TRINNI ﬂows and return ﬂows across the
open/closed polar cap boundary were observed at point B, which was close to point A. The TPA would grow
aligned to the dawnside main auroral oval. Furthermore, a ﬂux bulge was formed near point B. The plasmas
were ﬂowing across the open/closed boundary along poleward edge of the bulge structure and circulated
further within the polar cap region (including the vortex ﬂowswithin the bulge). Further eastward plasma ﬂows
were heading for the TPA through the bulge structure as the TPA grew to the dayside. The ﬁeld lines which
were closed to point A should stagnate to form the TPA rather than the ionospheric TRINNI ﬂows. Within
the polar cap region on the duskside, sunward plasma ﬂows leading from the premidnight sector were also
observed. Because coverages of poleward of polar cap and the dayside regions of the SuperDARN backscatter
were not sufﬁcient, it remains observationally unclear whether or not the plasma ﬂows along poleward edge of
the bulge entered the tip of the growing TPA or how the duskside sunward plasma ﬂows circulated. At the
intervals when the TPA was forming (particular Figure 6b), the fact that TRINNI ﬂows persist suggests that there
is closure of ﬂux that does not map to the newly forming TPA (at point A), since any such ﬂux will stagnate,
rather than forming part of the ionospheric TRINNI ﬂows as discussed above in section 3.2.1. This implicitly
shows that the extent of the nightside reconnection line is wider than the thickness of the TPA at formation.
Figure 6. The schematic diagrams for the ionospheric convection patterns and tail reconnection during interplanetary
magnetic ﬁeld (IMF) northward nonsubstorm intervals (TRINNI) ﬂows at the three stages of the transpolar arc (TPA)
growth under the conditions of IMF-Bz > 0 and IMF-By < 0 are displayed: (a) before and the onset of the formation of the
TPA, (b) during the TPA growth to the dayside region, aligned to the dawnside auroral oval, and (c) after the complete
formation of the TPA (TPA brightening). The shaded area and magenta curves show the auroral oval and ionospheric ﬂow
patterns, respectively. The westward ionospheric TRINNI ﬂows are shown with blue arrows in panels (a) and (b). See the
detailed discussions in the text.
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Even after the TPA has completely formed (shown in Figure 6c), we suggest that magnetotail reconnection
should be continuing because the joint part of the nightside end of the TPA and the main auroral oval
brighten as shown in particular in Figures 2e–2l. We infer from the ﬂows that the reconnection process is
occurring away from the nightside auroral oval but in the vicinity of the TPA. For that reason, the ionospheric
TRINNI ﬂows have subsided and the ﬂows across the midnight sector of the auroral oval may be nonexistent.
Instead of these ﬂows, the ionospheric convection ﬂows (which form neither TRINNI ﬂows nor return ﬂows)
enter and are subsumed into the TPA. As there were no accompanying TRINNI ﬂows at that time, we assume
that the continuation of magnetotail reconnection occurred over an extent comparable to the TPA width.
Even during the TPA brightening interval, sunward ionospheric plasma ﬂows leading from the premidnight
sector, just poleward of the duskside polar cap, were observed.
3.3. Geomagnetic Field Variations Associated With TPA
Figure 7 shows the observed variations of three geomagnetic activity indices, AU, AL, and SYM-H (which
approximately shows the middle- and low-latitude geomagnetic activities), during 4.5 hr between 6:30 and
11:00 UT. The time intervals bracketed with two thick purple broken lines are the main TPA interval (from
the onset to the disappearance of the TPA) discussed earlier. Geomagnetic activity was relatively low includ-
ing when the TPA appeared, as evidenced by the Kp index which ranged from 1 to 1, indicating that the
orientation of IMF-Bz component during the TPA brightening had been northward.
The amplitude of the AU variations before the TPA onset (7:27:48 UT) was smaller than that after the appear-
ance of the TPA. During the interval of the TPA growth and brightening, the AU value showed no signiﬁcant
variations, although it displayed some enhancements. The average AU value was 21.8 nT. The associated AL,
Figure 7. Geomagnetic conditions associated with the transpolar arc (TPA) brightening are displayed. From top to bottom
panels, AU, AL, and SYM-H (which approximately shows the geomagnetic activity at middle and low latitudes), during 4.5 hr
between 6:30 and 11:00 UT, are shown, respectively. During the presented time interval, the AL index shows extremely
clear oscillations and has particular large-amplitude waves within the TPA interval. The other AU and SYM-H indices did not
have wavy variations. The average values of each parameter and associated Kp index are also indicated in the panels and
the bottom of these panels, respectively. The TPA interval is bracketed by two thick purple broken lines.
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whose average value was 43.1 nT, showed extremely clear oscillations during the whole interval. These AL
oscillations are consistent with the observation of small-amplitude perturbations in the Pi2 range at high lati-
tudes during the TRINNI ﬂows (Grocott et al., 2003). Particularly, large amplitude oscillations between 85
and 20 nT were also seen, indicating that the auroral current variations were higher in association with
an appearance of the TPA.
SYM-H, whose average value was11.13 nT, did not show signiﬁcant variations, compared with the AL index,
suggesting that ring current did not signiﬁcantly develop in association with the TPA. This absence of the ring
current development is also indicative of a nonmagnetic storm/substorm near or during the TPA interval. We
also checked whether or not a substorm onset occurred by investigating Pi2 waves from geomagnetic ﬁeld
variations recorded at low-latitude smagnetic observatories, but clear Pi2 waves were absent (not shown
here). From these ground geomagnetic observations, it can be concluded that our TPA occurred during a
nonstorm and nonsubstorm interval.
4. Cluster Observations Tailward of the Cusp in the Northern Hemisphere
Associated With the TPA
4.1. Cluster Location Relative to the TPA
In the previous sections, we investigated the ionospheric ﬂows that would lead to TPA formation based on the
nightside reconnection model. Furthermore, the detailed relationship between magnetotail reconnection
occurrence and the ionospheric ﬂows was examined. In this section, we discuss how high-latitude lobe recon-
nection impinges on the TPA based on Cluster measurements at the cusp region. According to the nightside
reconnection TPA formation model, high-latitude lobe magnetic reconnection plays a signiﬁcant role in gov-
erning TPA motion (Milan et al., 2005); it is not associated with the formation of the TPA but can interact with
the closed ﬂux forming the TPA leading to a net opening of magnetic ﬂux by the lobe reconnection process
(Fear et al., 2015). If the tip of the TPA is far from the location of the cusp, it should drift toward the cusp due to
the convection excited by the lobe reconnection process (Milan et al., 2005). On the other hand, if the TPA is
already near the cusp region, then it has limited scope for motion and should be static (Fear et al., 2015; Fear &
Milan, 2012a). Our TPA had been static from its appearance to fading, so the static nature of our TPAmight be
interpreted based on lobe dynamics and relative distance between the TPA and cusp region.
Figure 8 shows the footpoints of the Cluster 1 (C1) probe trajectory from 8:00 to 9:25 UT with a time step of
5 min in Geomagnetic Coordinates. The C1 footpoint was calculated based on the Tsyganenko (1989) mag-
netic ﬁeld model (T89) under geomagnetic conditions of Kp = 1 and solar wind dynamic pressure of
Pdyn = 2 nPa. We compared two additional magnetic ﬁeld models proposed by Tsyganenko (1995, 2002) with
the T89 model, but there was no signiﬁcant difference between the three models in this case. The Cluster
footpoints are superimposed on IMAGE FUV-WIC data from 8:31:13 UT when the TPA was brightening. The
strong dayside glow contaminations, where the brightness was extremely high, are reduced by scaling each
horizontal stripe separately. From these removals of the dayside glows, MLat of the open/closed dayside
polar cap boundary of the main auroral oval can be identiﬁed around 80°. The white broken curve shows
the poleward boundary of the dayside main auroral oval and the duskward boundary of the TPA. In the case
of the frame shown, this recovers the TPA structure at its sunward edge. The TPA seems to grow to the day-
side from 2 MLT, where it started to form, to near the noon section from 10 to 11 MLT. Considering the rela-
tion between the cusp location and the IMF orientation, between 7:23 and 8:23 UT, the IMF-By component
was negative (dawnward) as shown in Figure 1. The cusp, thus, is expected to be located at the prenoon
(dawnward) sector (e.g., Frey et al., 2002), which would mean a proximity to the tip of the TPA. The arc tip
moved after 8:29 UT slightly toward the noon sector (see Figure 2f). This is because the TPA slightly drifted
as the cusp location moved to postnoon (duskward) sector due to a positive IMF-By component between
8:24 and 8:46 UT according to Figure 1.
The footpoint of C1 traveled poleward in the dayside magnetosphere, moving from ~11:30 to ~13:30 MLT,
inclined slightly to a magnetic meridian line from 8:00 to 9:25 UT as shown with orange crosses. In particular,
at 8:50 UT, C1 approached and crossed the cusp region because its location was the point whose MLat was
around 75°, and MLT range was between 12 and 13. At this time, Cluster detected reconnection signatures
tailward of the cusp under changeable IMF-By polarity between 8:49 and 8:52 UT, in which we will discuss in
section 4.2.
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In the next section, we report the signatures of tailward of the cusp reconnection in detail based on the tem-
poral variation for the plasma energy ﬂux from Cluster.
4.2. Temporal Variations of Electron Energy Flux
Figure 9 shows (a) electron and (b) ion energy-time (E-t) spectrograms, which show the temporal variations of
the electrons and ions, for the Cluster passage tailward of the cusp measured by the Plasma Electrons and
Current Experiment and Cluster Ion Spectrometer instruments onboard C1.
C1 approached and crossed the cusp region in the Northern Hemisphere at MLat ~ 75° (MLT ~ 12.5 h) from
the dayside magnetosphere to the magnetotail lobe. Based on these electron and ion spectrograms shown
in Figures 9a and 9b, we suggest that C1 passed the cusp during a period of reconnection tailward of the
cusp. Furthermore, zoomed-in E-t spectrograms during 15 min between 8:40 and 8:55 UT, when C1 observed
structures of “plasma (electron and ion) edges,” which are an indicative (indirect) signature of magnetic
reconnection (e.g., Gosling et al., 1990), are shown in the bottom four panels. Unfortunately, no
SuperDARN radar scatter along or nearby the track of C1 was found. In this case, therefore, the C1 measure-
ments cannot be supported and explained by the ionospheric ﬂow proﬁles as obtained from the ground-
based observations.
In the electron E-t spectrograms, at the onset time of the TPA brightening (~ 8:15 UT), C1 was still at the outer
edge of the dayside plasma sheet region but observed two populations of different energy plasmas. The
black curves (indicated by the thick black arrow in selected panels) in the spectrograms indicate the space-
craft potential level; therefore, the components below 10.0 eV are the populations of photoelectrons that
Figure 8. An overlaid plot of the transpolar arc (TPA) detected by the Imager for Magnetopause-to-Aurora Global
Exploration far ultraviolet-Wideband Imaging Camera on 8:31:13 UT when the TPA was brightening and footprint trajec-
tory of the C1 probe between 8:00 and 9:25 UT with a 5-min step, calculated based on Tsyganenko 89 model (Tsyganenko,
1989) under geomagnetic conditions of Kp = 1 and Pdyn = 2, is displayed. The dayglow contaminations are reduced by
scaling each horizontal stripe, separately. By gathering the horizontal slice images, the sunward edge TPA structure is
clearly emergent. The white broken curve shows the poleward boundary of the dayside main auroral oval and the dusk-
ward boundary of the TPA.
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Figure 9. (a) The spectrograms for the temporal variations of the electron energy (E-t spectrograms) measured by the
PEACE instrument onboard C1 are displayed. The top four panels show the E-t spectrograms in the omnidirection, per-
pendicular, parallel, and antiparallel pitch angle directions during 1.5 hr between 8:00 and 9:30 UT. Zoomed-in spectro-
grams during 15 min between 8:40 and 8:55 UT are also displayed in lower four panels. The vertical axis gives the energy of
the electrons (in eV), and the universal time (UT) is shown in the horizontal axis. The color code is assigned according to
the particle differential energy ﬂux in units of kev/(cm2 s str kev). An ~1-hr interval between 8:15 and 9:10 UT, corre-
sponding to when the transpolar arc was brightening, that is, the transpolar arc was completely connected to the dayside,
is bracketed by blue broken lines. The electron edge structure formed by high-latitude lobe reconnection is bracketed by
dark purple and magenta broken lines. The black curves as marked by the thick black arrows in the upper and the ﬁrst
of the lower set spectrograms show the spacecraft potential level, and the population below this level indicates that of the
photoelectrons, released from the surface of satellite. (b) The spectrograms for the temporal variations of the electron
energy (E-t spectrograms) measured by the Cluster Ion Spectrometry instrument onboard C1 are displayed. All ﬁgure for-
mats are the same as Figure 9a.
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were released from the surface of satellite. C1 mainly observed plasma typical of the cusp region with a broad
energy range between 30.0 eV and 1.0 keV, which is an intermediate energy range between plasma of
magnetospheric origin and the solar wind. The dayside plasma sheet components higher than 10.0 keV
and the medium energy ions from the cusp ranging between 40 eV and 4.0 keV were also observed in the
associated ion E-t spectrograms.
In addition to this component, more tenuous and energetic electrons and ions, covering the electron and ion
energy ranges between 1.0 and 10.0 keV and between 2.0 and 20.0 keV, were seen. In the zoomed-in E-t dia-
gram, the two plasma regimes with the different energy range were distinguished particularly in the perpen-
dicular (second panel) and parallel (third panel) directions. From around 8:49 UT, labeled as “inner edge,” the
ﬂux of main cusp plasmas started to decrease, and the cusp components became a “minor” component at
about 8:52 and 8:50 UT in the electron and ion ﬂuxes, respectively (labeled with “outer edge”) as bracketed
by dark purple and magenta broken lines. Interestingly, as marked with cyan ovals, the ﬂux of associated ten-
uous and high-energy components remained even though the main cusp plasma populations gradually
Figure 9. (continued)
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decreased over about 3 min in the ﬂuxes of electrons and 1 min in ion ﬂux. The population of these energetic
components, however, was not present after 8:52 and 8:50 UT in the electron and ion ﬂuxes, respectively.
During these several minute intervals between about 8:49 and 8:52 UT, we believe that C1 observed a man-
ifestation of magnetic reconnection tailward of the cusp region and associated “plasma edge structure,”
because high-energy and tenuous plasma components, whose ion and electron ﬂux levels are ~ 10.0 and
~ 5.0 keV, respectively, prevailed during this period. This “edge structure” of plasmas at the inner side of
the magnetopause, which was formed by reconnection, is an indicative (indirect) signature of magnetic
reconnection at the magnetospheric boundary regions (Gosling et al., 1990; Øieroset et al., 2015). Also in
our observation, as marked with cyan ovals, an electron and ion edge, identiﬁed as the “inner-most point,”
where the solar wind components accelerated by reconnection can penetrate into the magnetosphere along
the open ﬁeld lines or perpendicular to the local ﬁeld lines at the magnetopause, was observed.
The observation shows that the outer edge of an “electron edge” was formed outside that of an “ion edge,”
suggesting that an electron edge was distributed more extensively tailward than an ion edge. The tenuous
and high-energy plasmas were the accelerated component at the electron and ion edge (as bracketed by
dark purple and magenta broken lines) formed by magnetic reconnection tailward of the cusp.
Even though C2 and C4 were located close to C1 with the distance less than 1 RE, the proﬁles of the E-t dia-
gram, when crossing the cusp region from the dayside to tail lobe regions, were different from that of C1 (not
shown here). Only C1 detected the clear boundaries of plasma energy variations between the cusp, dayside
plasma sheet and tail lobe region, and clear “plasma edge” signature. The separation of the Cluster spacecraft
was such that C1, C2, and C4 were at higher altitude than C3, separated by about an Earth radius in GSM-Z.
The footpoints of the three higher-altitude spacecrafts (C1, C2, and C4) were close with each other (within
3,000 km), but the C1 orbital footprint lay slightly more dawnward than those of the other two. From these
plasma structures, we might estimate that observed cusp reconnection was either a “localized” phenomenon
or the trio of higher-altitude Cluster spacecraft “clipped” the duskward edge of the cusp.
Our interpretation, therefore, is that Cluster observed the cusp plasma structure and an indicative (indirect)
signature for magnetic reconnection tailward of the cusp when it approached and crossed the cusp region.
This case differs from that of Fear et al. (2014, 2015), where Cluster did not observe the in situ signature of
high-latitude lobe reconnection (which was inferred from the auroral observations) but did observe the
plasma structure associated with the TPA.
5. Summary and Discussion
In this study, we have investigated the ionospheric ﬂow proﬁles before and during the observation of a TPA
which remained on the dawnside for 1 hr on 16 September 2001. The IMF-By and IMF-Bz orientations before
and during the TPA appearance were dawnward and northward.
The ionospheric ﬂow patterns (in particular, ﬂow patterns in the nightside) are closely associated with TPA
formation. The ionospheric fast plasma ﬂows were observed just equatorward of the poleward edge of the
midnight sector of the main auroral oval, that is, in the region of closed ﬂux, prior to the TPA onset deter-
mined by IMAGE FUV-WIC data. They are the ionospheric return ﬂows associated with the so-called
TRINNIs, reported by Grocott et al. (2003, 2004) and Milan et al. (2005), and are evidence for the occurrence
of nightsidemagnetic reconnection. Slower ﬂows that appear to cross the open/closed polar cap boundary at
the MLT where the TPA started to grow were also observed, indicating that magnetic ﬁeld lines were being
closed by nightside reconnection in this region. These ﬂow proﬁles and patterns show that nightside recon-
nection plays a signiﬁcant role in this TPA formation (Fear & Milan, 2012b; Milan et al., 2005). On the contrary,
it also seemed that the TPA obscurely appeared due to a “splitting off” from the main auroral oval in the
dawnside (particularly see Figures 2a and 2b). However, this detachment was associated with the ionospheric
ﬂow signatures due to magnetotail reconnection (e.g., ionospheric TRINNI and return ﬂows), being consistent
with previous results by Kullen et al. (2015).
We should note that the dayglow contaminations of IMAGE FUV-WIC data in this event were too strong to
completely remove the dayglow’s inﬂuence in IMAGE FUV-WIC data. Therefore, it is insufﬁcient to draw ﬁnal
conclusions about exactly how the TPA was formed based on the auroral imager data alone. Combining the
nightside ionospheric ﬂow patterns measured by the SuperDARN radars with the IMAGE FUV-WIC data, we
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point out that the TPA observed was oval-aligned arc, and its formation was closely related with magnetotail
reconnection. Therefore, the obtained results are also in agreement with the statistical results of Fear and
Milan (2012b) and Kullen et al. (2015), who conﬁrmed the validity of the nightside reconnection model pro-
posed by Milan et al. (2005) for all types of TPA.
Milan et al. (2005) and Fear and Milan (2012b) showed cases where the ionospheric TRINNI ﬂows on closed
ﬂux had been observed not only before but also during the TPA growing and brightening. According to
the TPA formation model proposed by Milan et al. (2005), the TPA would be formed by a protrusion of the
closed ﬂux tubes, which are generated by nightside reconnection, from the main auroral oval in the premid-
night or postmidnight section into the polar cap toward the dayside. Therefore, the continuation of TRINNI
ﬂows throughout the lifetime of the TPA, in the events reported by Milan et al. (2005) and Fear and Milan
(2012b), indicates that the reconnection process persisted during the interval in which the TPA was observed.
However, in our case, the ionospheric TRINNI ﬂows comparable to the cases observed by Grocott et al. (2003,
2004) and Milan et al. (2005) were observed just before and during the TPA growth period, but they then sub-
sided during the period of the TPA brightening, that is, the time coinciding with the TPA becoming comple-
tely connected to the dayside. There are three possible explanations for the lack of TRINNIs during the period
of observation of the TPA brightening itself. The ﬁrst is that the ﬂows existed but did not give rise to back-
scatter detected by the SuperDARN radars. We suggest that this is unlikely given the amount of low-velocity
backscatter, being present close to the region of interest. The second possibility is that magnetotail reconnec-
tion might have ceased at the point where the TPA stops growing to the dayside any further, that is, the TPA
completely connected to the dayside oval, as shown in Figure 6c. However, auroral brightening is still
observed at the point of connection between the TPA and the oval at several times (i.e., Figures 2g and 2h
and 5g and 5h), being suggestive of reconnection continuity. We propose that a third possible scenario
may be due to the extent of the reconnection site in the magnetotail. At any stage where the TPA is either
growing or has ﬁnished forming, we would only expect TRINNI ﬂows if the reconnection lines map to a wider
extent of the nightside auroral main oval than the TPA; this is because the TPA is associated with a region of
newly closed ﬂux which stagnates and remains stuck in the magnetotail, mapping into the polar cap. The
TRINNI ﬂows, which are inherent to the Milan et al. (2005) mechanism, are actually formed by ﬁeld lines adja-
cent to the TPA and which consequently do not stagnate. Therefore, we would expect TRINNI ﬂows to be
absent if the extent of the reconnection line is comparable to that of the TPA. Newly closed ﬁeld lines will
contribute either to the closed wedge of ﬂux forming the TPA or to the ionospheric TRINNI ﬂows, depending
on its location, so if the magnetotail reconnection line is comparable in length to the width of the TPA, there
may not be an accompanying TRINNI signature as discussed with Figure 6 (see section 3.2.3).
The nightside reconnection TPA formation model proposed by Milan et al. (2005) postulates that high-
latitude lobe reconnection plays no role in the formation of TPAs, but it does control the azimuthal motion
of the TPA in the ionosphere. Fear et al. (2015) argue that ﬁeld line topology changes caused by reconnection
tailward of the cusp (which normally simply stirs lobe ﬂux without a topology change) are introduced by the
presence of a TPA. The distance between the TPA and cusp region (where magnetic reconnection occurs)
would determine whether or not the TPA is “static” or “dynamic,” because a TPA should drift toward the cusp
as a result of the lobe reconnection process, if the TPA location was away from the cusp (Fear et al., 2015). In
our case, the Cluster measurements did not map exactly to the TPA but were made at the cusp region, pos-
sibly on its duskward edge as noted above, and located about 3 h in MLT duskward of the sunward tip of the
TPA (Figure 8). Furthermore, the relative location between the Cluster footpoints and the auroral imager data
(shown in Figure 8) indicates that the TPA had been located near the cusp region since it appeared. Through
detection of the electron edge structure, our observations also revealed that magnetic reconnection was
occurring at the high-latitude magnetopause, tailward of the cusp. Statistical studies report the longitudinal
extent of the cusp to be of the order of 2–4 h in MLT (Bogdanova et al., 2006; Newell et al., 1989; Pitout et al.,
2006), so it is highly feasible that the TPA intersects the dawnward side of the cusp as the Cluster spacecraft
passes through its dawnward side. Therefore, we could interpret the static nature of our TPA in the dawn-
dusk direction based on lobe dynamics, and relative distance between the TPA and cusp region, proposed
by Milan et al. (2005) and Fear et al. (2015).
Figure 10 shows a schematic diagram, projected onto the magnetic meridian plane, for a Cluster passage tail-
ward of the cusp during reconnection from the dayside to lobe region. If high-latitude lobe reconnection
formed plasma edge structures, where reconnection-accelerated plasmas enter (or escape to) the inside
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(outside) of the magnetospheric boundary region along the open ﬁeld line and perpendicular to the local
ﬁeld line, the outer edge of an electron edge (the region between two yellow broken curves) should be
present tailward of an ion edge (the region surrounded by two magenta broken curve) due to the time-of-
ﬂight effect (e.g., Bogdanova et al., 2006; Gosling et al., 1990; Øieroset et al., 2015).
Finally, in this study, we cannot directly estimate FACs using the magnetic ﬁeld and particle ﬂux data taken
from the satellites ﬂying over the low-latitude region, such as DMSP (Defense Meteorological Satellite
Program), FAST (Fast Auroral Snapshot Explorer), CHAMP (Challenging Minisatellite Payload), and Ørsted
satellites because unfortunately, no lower-altitude satellites passed directly over or nearby the TPA, and
large data gaps were found in other satellites on this day. If the plasma and magnetic ﬁeld data could
be obtained from these series of the low-latitude orbiting satellites, we would reveal the detailed current
structures and particle precipitation proﬁles of the TPA observed. In future work, it also remains to try to
precisely and quantitatively evaluate the FACs based on the magnetic ﬁeld data obtained from low-altitude
satellite ﬂeets.
6. Conclusion
In this study, we investigated the proﬁles of the ionospheric ﬂows, such as the TRINNI and return ﬂows across
the open/closed polar cap boundary, before and during the growth and brightening of the TPA with 1 hr
duration based on ground-based observations. The relationship between the TPA and IMF conditions and
contributions of nightside and dayside magnetic reconnections to the TPA physics were discussed based
on both ground- and space-based observations. The following items are the main results obtained through
this study.
1. The TPA was observed in the dawnside during dominant northward IMF-Bz and negative IMF-By intervals
under stable solar wind conditions. This relationship between TPA location and IMF conditions was con-
sistent with the results obtained from statistical studies made previously.
Figure 10. A schematic diagram, projected onto the magnetic meridian plane, for high-latitude lobe region during which
Cluster would pass plasma edge structures as shown with green dotted line, formed by tailward of the cusp magnetic
reconnection, from the dayside to lobe region is illustrated. The regions surrounded by two magenta and yellow broken
curves are ion and electron edges, respectively. The thick blue arrows and black curves display the interplanetary magnetic
ﬁeld (IMF) and magnetospheric ﬁeld lines, respectively. GSM = geocentric solar magnetospheric.
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2. Just before and during the growth of the TPA, the ionospheric fast plasma ﬂows (ionospheric TRINNI
ﬂows) were found in the midnight sector of the main auroral oval, suggesting that ionospheric plasmas
were accelerated and conﬁned to the closed ﬂux tubes by magnetotail magnetic reconnection.
3. Slower “return” plasma ﬂows across the open/closed polar cap boundary, which are a phenomenon indi-
cative of closed ﬁeld line formation due to nightside reconnection, were seen at the sameMLT as the loca-
tion of the TPA formation point. These results suggest that magnetotail magnetic reconnection played an
essential role in the formation of the TPA.
4. Our results suggest that the fate (absence or presence) of the ionospheric TRINNI ﬂows on closed ﬁeld
lines during the interval of TPA formation (growth) would be closely related with the scale of magnetotail
reconnection.
5. The static nature of the TPA could be interpreted by lobe dynamics and the relative distance between the
TPA and cusp region, proposed by Milan et al. (2005) and Fear et al. (2015); the dayside tip of a static TPA
should be located near the cusp region.
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Introduction  
The overlaid plots of the SuperDARN backscatter and the auroral image data obtained 
with Wideband Imaging Camera (WIC) in the Far Ultraviolet (FUV) instrument onboard the 
IMAGE satellite during about 1.1 hours between 8:00 UT and 9:10 UT are provided. This 
interval includes the “TPA growth” (until 8:12:48 UT) and “TPA brightening” (from 8:14:51 
UT to 9:10:04 UT) stages in figure. Furthermore, the full set of the aurora image data 
obtained with the FUV-WIC of IMAGE during 2 hours between 7:20 UT (7:19:37 UT) and 
9:20 UT (9:20:18 UT) is displayed in the movie (ms01). The auroral imager snapshots for 2 
hours clearly show the main theta auroral oval, and the processes of the TPA growth and 

























Figure S1(a). The nightside ionospheric flow streamlines and their line-of-sight velocity 
vectors measured by SuperDARN radars in the northern hemisphere, overlaid by the FUV-
WIC data from IMAGE, are shown during 1.1 hours between 8:00 UT and 9:10 UT, when 
the TPA was growing (until 8:12:48 UT) and brightening (from 8:14:51 UT to 9:10:04 UT). 























































































Movie S1. The movie of the auroral imager data of the main theta aurora ovals and TPAs 
in the northern hemisphere in polar coordinates detected by the FUV-WIC onboard IMAGE, 
is displayed. Each image shown in the movie is projected onto magnetic latitude (MLat)-
magnetic local time (MLT) coordinates. The top and bottom sides in each figure show the 
noon and nightsides whose MLT is 12h and 24h (0h), respectively. The dawn (6 MLTs) and 
dusk (18 MLTs) meridians correspond to the right and left sides, respectively. The color 
code is assigned according to the number of photons (the intensity of brightness) in units 
of Rayleigh. Possible dayglow contaminations were removed by setting IMAGE FUV-WIC 
data view software provided by the FUV-WIC team to the glow removal mode. Particular 
time annotations in the auroral imager snapshots at 7:27:48 UT, 8:14:51 UT and 9:10:04UT 
are inserted in order to notify the times of “TPA onset”, “TPA brightening onset” and “TPA 
disappearance”, respectively.   
 
 




